
 

CURATOR 
Organization: Hin Bus Depot Gallery 
Position Level: Experienced (non-manager). 
Position Type: Full time (permanent). 
Schedule: 40 hours per week. 
Location: George Town, Penang, Malaysia. 
Salary Range: RM2,200 to RM2,800 (salary commensurate with experience). 
Start Date: Immediate. 
Application Deadline: 29 February 2020. 
 
Introduction 
Hin Bus Depot is an Art Space in George Town, Penang. Home to a Gallery, events spaces,                 
retail, F&B, and creative business outlets. We are working towards a sustainable community             
and providing a platform for artistic execution. Began as a space run by independent artists,               
Hin Bus Depot has since evolved into a community project run on the belief that there should                 
be no limit to the expression of art. 
 
Today, Hin Bus Depot Gallery is managed by a passionate, creative collective of 6-8 people,               
working together with the community to sustain as a space that supports and showcases              
progressive and upcoming artists, artworks, events, and art forms of all kinds. The space              
hosts and organizes art exhibitions, creative markets, workshops, festivals, film screenings,           
talks and other events. Hin Bus Depot is an equal opportunity employer and considers all               
candidates for employment regardless of race, gender, gender identification, marital status,           
or political affiliation. 
 
Position Overview 
The candidate will work on several projects and exhibition programs. Applicants should have             
a keen interest in curating, writing, and research, as well as knowledge of the art scene. We                 
prefer someone who is dependable, more reliable than spontaneous, people-oriented,          
enjoys interacting with people and working on group projects, and detail-oriented. 
 
Requirements 
- For Malaysian applicants only. 
- For applicants aged between 20 and 45 years old. 
- A university degree certificate or graduate program, with a concentration in Art History,              
Curatorial Studies, or a related field. 
- Must have a keen interest in curating, writing, and research, as well as knowledge of the art                  
world. 
- Must be able to manage multiple projects at once, with keen attention to detail and                
adaptability. 
- Demonstrated excellence in written and verbal communication in English. 
- Familiar with the usage of Google Drive, Microsoft software, and Mailchimp. 
- High-quality customer service. 
 
 
 



 

Responsibilities 
- Development of Hin Bus Depot Gallery Exhibition Call Out 
-Assist with exhibition installation and documentation; research on the artist and for            
exhibition proposals for Hin Bus Depot programming and catalog production. 
- Provide support for Hin Bus Depot’s Arti Residency programme. 
- Art handling and shipping – maintain an updated record of the artist’s inventory, including               
storage spaces. Occasional visits to the storage space for organization. Work with artists to              
prepare art labels and works for shipment. 
- Filing/Archiving – regular upkeep of the exhibition file organizational system, which includes             
a digital archive, physical archive, and notes on all current projects/exhibitions. 
- Correspondence – continuous communication with prompt response to various project           
managers, partners, and art practitioners. Work with artists to complete contracts and media             
interviews. 
- Media – maintain records of the artist’s publications and press. 
- Digital/ Marketing - work with team and artist on exhibition-related marketing posts. 
- Work with team on the production of the certificate of authenticity for exhibited and sold                
artworks. 
 
 
Application Instructions  
Interested candidates should submit a resume and cover letter attached as PDFs to 
team@hinbusdepot.com  
 
Email title: Job Application: Curator 
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